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Stepanov: The Timing of Adjunction

The luning of Adjunction"

Arlhur Stepa1lOv
University ofConnec'ticut

This paper proposes a combinatory a1goritlun of structure building within the bare phrase
structure theory of the Minimalist program, which assumes operation Merge as the basic
structure building device. The proposed algorithm enforces a particular timing of application of
'substitution' Merge and 'adjunction' Merge. In particular, I IUgIIe that XP adjuncts are Merged
'postcycUcally' in overt syntax. either upon their insertion into the structure, or as part of the
movement process (assunriog that Merge is part of the displacement property). In essence, I
pursue a stronger version of the thesis advanced, most prominently, in Lebeaux (19881 (1991)
according to which adjuncts can be Merged late. The present theory effectively maintains that
they must be: derivations where adjunct(s) are Merged cyclically aR: ruled out. with
correspondent empirical effects. In addition to the minimalist asswnptions concerning bare
phrase structuto (Chomsky (1995), (19981 Watanabe (1995», the algorithm proposed here
employs an intuitive definition of root of the treefpbrase-mar. The restrictive character of the
present theory fuvornbly distinguishes it fiom its competitors, in particular, Ishii (1998) who
invokes additional mechanisms to achieve the same result
I discuss two areas where the proposed algorithm has empirical consequences. First, I
offer a simple solution to the 'experiencer puzzle' in languages like English whereby the
experiencer does not block subject-to-subject raising contra predictions of the sort ofRelativized
MinimalitylMinimal Link Condition. Second, I sketch a novel analysis of the class of 'island'
phenomena falling under the so called. Adjunct Condition on movement (Huang (1982». This
analysis holds if the movement is triggered by a mozphological inadequacy either inside the
moving element ('Move? or its target f Attract', Chomsky (1995), Ch. 4).
'I am indebted 10 the rollowing people who positively rontributed to this project at its various stages: t.eUko
Bo§coviC, Robert Frank, Hiroshi Hasegawa, Jon Nissenbaum, Jairo Nunes, Masao Ochi, Penka Stateva, SG. Vulcit;
and especially Howard Lasnik. Any remaining ina.dcquacies are mine.
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In Section I, the empirical basis for the proposed theory is bud out by reviewing some
r«ent arguments for late adjunction from the literature. After briefly reviewing Ishii (1998) in
Section 2, the formal proposal is made in Section 3. Its empirical consequences concerning

experiencer constructions and the 'Adjunct Condition' phenomena are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 is a summary. 1
1.

Empirical Arguments

1.1

Adjuncts Can Be Merged Late

Perhaps the most well known mgument for late (non-<yelic) adjunction is due to lebeaU)(
(1988~ (1991) (e£ also Freidin (1986). It involves =1ain 'anti-reconstruction' effects with
respect to Condition C. Consider the following examples:
(1)

a 7- Which argument that John; is a genius did he; believe?
b. Wbich mgument that John; made did he; believe?
c. ·H~ believed the argument that Jom. is a genius
d. 'He; believed the mgumont that John; made

The R-expressioQ inside a clause which is an argument of an NP induces a Condition C violation
when a coteferent NP c-commands the extraction site «Ia) vs. (Ic». However, if the clause
modifies the NP (that is, is astruclllral adjunct), the Condition C effeetdisappears «Ib) vs. (Id).
Asswning that Condition C is an 'everywhere' condition (that is. must be satisfied at every p::lint
in the derivation). Lebeaux concludes that the strucIllral adjunct in (Id) has an option of not
being Merged at D-structure at all. This option is oot available for the argument clause in (1 a).2

Bo!kovic and l.asnik (in press) discuss the l'seudo-opacity' effects that obtain with
adjunct wh..ldnICtion, but not with mgument ext=tion (Rizzi (1990», as shown below:
(2)

.. [Combien de livresj; a-toil beaucoup consultes ~
'How many of books did be a lot consult?'
b. ·Combien. a-t-il beallcoup consultes [1; de liwes]?
'How many did he a lot consult of books?'
c. Combien; a-toil consultes [~de livresj?

Bofu>vic and Lasnik's concern is why the extraction of argument in (28) is not a Subjacency
violation. as it would be in case of argument extraction from wh-islands (C£ ??how many books
do ),OU wonder whether Jam read). Assuming l.asnilc and Saito (1984), (I992) theory oflocality
of movement, according to which the mgument traces must be checked for locality restrictions
('y-nuuked') in overt syntax. and the adjunct ones at LF, Bo!kovic and l.asnik rm press) argue that
the grarnmaticality of (20) is expected if the modifier beaucoup (80 adjunct) en""" the structure
, The present thcay cxtmds to

an cases of trw: XP adjunction. The typolo&Y of such cases is not a trivial

issue. as is wen known (ct:, e.g., Latson (1988). Pesd!ky (1995). I speD out relevant as.sumptions v.tJen discussing
particular constructions. I will have almost noIhing to say about bead adjmctioo here.
1 See lAsnik: (1998) for discussion of possible interfering racttn affecting !he granunaticality of 'n~
complement' constructions of the type in (Ia).
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non-cyclically, after the wh-movement has taken place? In particular, beaucoup may enter the
structure after theloaility teStrictions on the argument trace were checked. «2b) is out because at
LF. when the locality conditions on the adjunct trace are checked. beaucoup had invariably
become part of the structure)
Nissenbawn (1998) offers an analysis of parnsitic gap constructions based on the idea
advanced in Heim and Kratzer (l998) that syntactic movement creates derived predicates CA_IS) at LF. Consider the example in (3):
(3)

Which paper did John [vp[vp file _] [..,;Op withoulPRO reading

_ll?

According to Nissenbaum, the complex adjunct denotes a two place predicare (type <e, <E, t»).
If so. then its (cyclic) Merger with the VP {Johnjile which paper] leads to a compositionally
uninrerpretabIe outcome because of type mismatch, since the (segment of the) VP wbich
becomes a sister of the adjunct is a one place predica1e (type <E, t». Nissenbaum suggests a
possible way around this problem. He argues that the wh-phrase moves within the VP as an
inten:nediatc: step of wh-movement. This movement creates a A.-abstmct which transforms the
VP into a predicate of the matching type (<e, <E, P». Crucially. this movement must take place
~ the adjWlct is Merged with the VP. If the adjWlCl is Metged prior to the movemen~ then
the latter will create a A.-abstract over the entire VP+ru:Ijllllct constituent. which gives rise to the
type mismatch problem. Thus, in syntax, at least the option of non-cyclic merger must be
allowed.

1.2

AdjuoctsM""Be Merged Lare

Ocbi (1999&) exploI<S the PF metger analysis of English verbal morphnlogy of the type in
Bobaljik (1995) and Lasnik (1995). According to these authoIS, Infl in English is affixaJ, hence
must mCIge with a V. a PF process that requires adjacency. The PF merger can proceed in (4a),
but not in (4b) wb:re the adjacency is disrupred by the negative bead nol (the worldng
assumption here is that 'Do-support' applies when the PF merger firiIs):
(4)

a JohnInfl[vp leave]
b. John Infl nol [vp leave]

(ef. John left)
(CL John did not leave)

Bobaljik (1995) observes that adverbs (presumably. adjWlelS) apparently do not inrerfere
with the adjacency requirement
(5)

John InO quicldy leave

(cf.Johnquieldy left)

Adopting the Multiple SpeU-Out h)1>Othesis (ef. Uriagereka to appear1 Oebi suggests that this
state of affitirs arises because the PF merger of Infl and V can take place uriQr to Merging the
J ~vi~ and Lasnik (in press) fi:x:us OIl Chomsky's (1995) definition of'strong' fcalures:
s"""""' .... tho don""",, D "" _1: om,""",g" with. mong """" F. Th", D. =10<1
ifa isinaca1egorynot~by II. (p.233-234)
They note that this dcfinitm allows acyclic mergerof beaucoup in (2) if it docs nolhave any strong features.

0)
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adverb, quickly in (5). The next question is, why (6) is not acceptable:
(6)

*John did quickly leave

Here the adjtDlct must have been merged cyclically and the PF merger fails; as a result. d~
support applies eef. (4», but the sentence is still bad. As Dehi points om, however, the
explanation for the ungrnmmaticality of (6) is readily available if the option of cyclic insertion is
effectively excluded for adjuncts: the latter mmt be merged non-cyclically.

Bo!kovic (1997) discusses an lDIusual behavior of multiple wh-questions in Serb<>Croatian with respect to Superiority. He notes that while in short distance questions like (7) the
order ofwh·pbxases is free, in embedded contexts Cef.(8» it is fixed as predicted by Superiority:
(7)

a. Ko je koga vidio?

Who is whom seen

'Who saw whom?
b. Koga je ko vidio?
(8)

a lovan i :Marko De znaju ko je kogs. istukao
lavan and Marko not know who is whom beaten
'Jovan and Marko do not know who beat whom'
h. "levan i Marko ne znaju kega je leo istukao

Under Chomsky's (1995) (P297) notion of Attract,4 Superiority follows from economy
considerations, given that features must be checked in the most economical way (the Minimal
Link Coodition, MLC). In particular, Attract should pick the bigb<st wh-pbmse in the structure
for the purposes of wh·movement Details aside, BoSkovic gives evidence thai: in (7) there is no
wh-movement in the sense of moving to the Specifier of CP. In this case fronting of wh-phrases
is an instance of so called focus movement which is not driven by AttractS Furthennore,
BoSkovic argues that in this case the matrix C with a strong Q feature is not projected overtly.
Consequently, Superiority is inelevant here and the order of wh-phrases is free. In (8), on the
other hand, the embedded C must be projected before it is embedded in a larger structure. Hence,
under Attract, wh-movement takes place. Here only one wh-phrase suffices to check the feature
of the interrogative C. According to the MLC, this bas to be ko. Movement of the other whphrase koga is again an instance ft:l<m movement This situ.arlon is shown in (9):

(9)

, K Attracts F ifF is the closest feature that enters into a checking relation with a sublabel ofK.

, ~vic claims that Serbo-Croatian wh-phrasc:s need to move to satisf.t the 'focus' feature inherently
residing in the wh-phtases themselves. Focus movement is equally economical for each of the wh-phnlses since in this
case the same number of (full) nodes is crossod. This is why Superiority is irrelevant
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Bo~ovic takes focus-movement in (7) and (8) to be adjunction to the AgrP projection (below
the CP). Notice now that the timing of wh-movement and focus-movement in (8) is crucial in
order to derive the well-formed (8a). Considerations of cyclicity suggest that focus movement
takes place before wh-movement But if this is so, then both ko and lwga will move to adjoin to
AgrP. Since Superiority is irrelevant for the focus movemept, either of these two wh-pbrases can
become the highest wh·phrnsc in the structure. If ""ga happens to be the highest. the Q will
attract it for the PUlJlOses ofwh.movemem resulting in the tmgomunatical (8b), a Superiority
violation. On the other hand, if wh-movement applies first. this ensures that the highest whphrase (lw in (8) before focus movement) gets attracted, which accounts for Superiority in (Sa).
This entails that focus movement by adjunction to AgrP must take place non-cyclically.

2.

Previous Studies: Ishii (1998)

Ishii (1998) (see also Ishii (1997)) develops a theory of phrnsc structure that shares with the
theory proposed here the insight that adjuncts must be MCIged late (postcyclically). Ishii',
approach capitalizes on the fact that argwnents are selected. whereas adjuncts are not In
particular, Ishii proJXIses the following condition on phrase strucnJre:
(l0)

Derivational Selectional Restriction
SatisfY selectional restrictions as early as possible.

(10) forces adjW1ds, which are, presumably, not selectcrl, to be Merged after the rest of the
structure is built Note that (10) is not explicit about adjunction by movement, thus leaving open
the issue whether it is cyclic or not Thus (!O) cannot account, for instance, for Superiority facts
in Serbo-Croatiao embedded clauses (see discussion around (8)). In ..nat follows, I propose an
a1gorithm that derives (10) on principled grounds, and also has a wider empirical coverage, in
that it accolUlts for instances ofbase-generated adjunction as well as adjunction by movement
3.

Formal Proposal

3.1

'Least Tampering'

Let us take as a staning poim the minimalist bare phrnsc structure system (Chomsky (1995),
(1998). Specifically. 1 assume the notion of Numeration, an array of lexical items drawn from
the lexicon for construction of the phrase market; The derivation converges when the numeration

is exhausted, otherwise, it crashes. The basic operation Merge combines syntactic objects taken
from the lexicon as well as already formed in the course of the derivation. Merge proceeds by
building the structure in a 'bottom-up' fashion. I also assume that Merge fonns syntactic objects
of the set·theoretic fonn (y, (a, P)}, y a predictable label.
I follow the basic insight of Chomsky (1998), p.53 that operations of the computational
system (in particular, Merge) rend to preserve existing structure, rather thao 'tarnpet' with i~
where'tarnpering' meaos making certain changes in the structural make-up of the phrnsc matkcr.
I depart from Chomsky, however, in the Cannal implementation of the 'preservation' idea.
Chomsky proposes that what must be preserved is the 'set of basic relations' established in a
phrase marker, such as sisterhood or c-command. Let us, instead, inteqJret the 'least tampering'
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condition along the lines of the 'Avoid Redefinition' proposal in WaIlInabe (1995). According to
this proposal, what should be preserved as much as possible is the definition of 'terms' of the
pluase matker. The (=ive) definition oftenn is .. in Chomsky (1995), p.247:
(II)

a. KisatennoflC
b.lfL is a term oflC. then the members of the members ofL are terms afK..

Consider the phmse marl<er K with terms A, B, C, D, E, as io (120), defined in accord
with (II) via a slightly modified Chomsky's (1995) set-theoretic notation (cf. (12b»:
(12)

a. A
~

B

b. A-{B, C, D, E)

B

C

C=(D,E}

~
D
E

D
E

A (cyclic) merger of a new tenD F as a sister of A in overt syntax does oot lead to the
change in tbedefinitiODS oftenns in (12b). In addition, a new term G is created:
(13)

a.

G
~
F
A
~
B

b. G=(F, A, B, C. D, E)
Aa{B, C. D, E)
B
etc.

On the contrary, IIICIJlerofF inside the phmse marker K leads to the cbange in the set of
definitions in (l2b). In particular, ifF is merged (by adjunction) to E, we have:
(14)

a.

A
~
B
C
~

D

E
~
F
E

b. A={B, C, D, E, F)
B
C=(D, E, F)
D
E
F

The terms A and C have been redejinEd. Watanabe proposes thai derivational operations tend to
apply so as to avoid n:definition. This, essentially. derives cyclicity. Any oon-cyclic operation in
overt syntax is bound to 'tamper' with the existing structwe by redefining its terms, hence, all else
equal, is dispreferred in liIvor of cyclic one(s).

WaIlInabe, and Chomsky (1998) (p. 53), devises his v«Sion of the 1east tampering'
requirement as an Economy condition.6 I follow Watanabe and Chomsky in this interpretation of
• W8lanBbe shOW'S that the Economy character of 1east tampering' incorporates LF movemem which is
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1east tampering'. This idea will be used in a particular form as part of the present proposal.

3.2

Definition of Root

Chomsky (1995) assumes that the operation Merge applies at the 'root' oftreelphrase marker. The
idea behind Chomsky's conceptual argument is that it is more difficult for Merge to 'look inside' a
phrase marker for its target, rather than simply target the root Here I propose to give more
substance to Chomsky's viewpoint by utilizing a particular formal definition of root:

(15)

A root is a tenn which is c<ommanded by no other tenD

Adopting this futmulation, [ essentially follow Chomsky (1995), Ch.4., (1998), Fnmk and VUayShanker (1995), in taking c-command to be a primitive rdation in a phrase marker.
Furthennore, in the spirit of Watanabe's 'least tampering'/avoid redefinition' proposal,. let
us suppose that Merging at the root is a sort of an economy condition. We now have all the
necessary parts of the structure building a1gorithm that we are pursuing:

(16)

a Merge at the root when pos5Ible (economy condition)
b. The definition of root in (15)

3.3

How It Works

Suppose at some point in the derivation an object K={X, {X, YP}} was created;
(17)

X"'"
~
X
yp

Then by (16b) K is the root Suppose further the object a is introduced into the derivation.
Potentially, a may be merged 'Nith 1<, by substitution or adjunction, or with yP inside K, also by
substiMion or adjunction (depending on whether a. is minimal or maximal). By (16a), a. can

only merge with K (the merger with yP leads to • redefinition of the renn XP).
Consider now each possibility for this meIger. If Merger is a case of 'substitution' {'setMerge' of Chomsky (1998)~ then merger ofa forms a new object IF(P, (a, K)} (the label Pis
determined by the term tha1 projects), in accotd with the minimalist bare phrase structure:

mostly IlOIK)'Clic. In effi:ct, he arxues for a separnte LF cycle. derived from his Avoid Redefinition requircrnenL
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.Yl..X

(l

~

X

yp

The object L is legitimate and by (16b) becomes the root It is available for further MeIger. Thus,
for the cases of Merge by 'substitution' the a1gorithm proposed here is no different than the
regular minimalist structure buildin8 procedure.
Suppose now that the Merger of a to K is a case of adjunction Cpair-Mexgc' of Chomsky
(1998». Here 1 will only consider the case when both (l and K are maximal, putting head
adjunction aside. As always assumed in the minimalist phrase structure, the resulting object
becomes segmented:

X"""

(19)

~
(l
X~

X

yp

The question now arises as to what the root in (19) is, according to (16b). The answer to this
question really depends on the precise definition of c-cornmand Consider now two alternative
definitions of c-oommarul existing in the literature. One of them goes back, in particular, to
Reinhart (1'176), May (1985) and Chomsky (1986), and can be fonnulared along the following

lines:
(20)

c-oommands p jJf (l excludes pand every categOI)' dominating (l also dominates p.
a excludes Piff no segment of a dominates 13.
(l

The second definition (see Barl<er and Pullum (1990), Reinhart (1981)) essentially dispenses
with the 'exclusion' clause. thus allowing (the segment of) a to dominate Il
Under the second definition of c-comrnand, the syntactic object in (t 9) has no root in the
sense of (l6b): there is no term such that it is not c-coromanded by any other term. For the
pwposes of structure building. this means that a cyclic Merger to this syntactic object in the sense
of merging 'at the roof is in principle impossible. The S)'lltactic object in (19) then cannot be
further extended, either in overt or covert syntax.

On the other hand, under the first definition of c-oommand in (20) the mot can be
identified in (19), namely, (l (0£ Frank and VUay-SbanIrer (1995). (l is thus available for cyclic
merger. However, Metger of some y to a results in the following type of structure:
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(21)

I assume that the structure in (21) is not a legitimate syntactic object This stnlcttIre might be
ruled out as a violation of (primitive) dominance relations, along the lines ofLasnik and Kupin
(1977), whose formalization of phrase marker excludes non single-rooted trees (forests). A
similar result is achieved by the Single Root Condition of Partee et aI. (1993).' That means,
again. that a cyclic merger to the object in (19) is excluded.
Hence. the object in (19) can only represent the last cyclic merger in the derivation If at:
this point the derivation contains no unused items to be Merged. the overt part. of the derivation

ends here. The next question is what happens if the Numeration is not yet exhausted, or if there
are more syntactic objects available for Merger. Let us now tlm1 to a real example.
Consider the sentence in (22a). the nwneration for which is given in (22b):
(22)

a. Adeola frequently visits Paris
b. (Adeol.. frequently, visits, Paris, v, T, C)

I assume here that the adverb frequently is a true vP adjunct. Consider the point where the vP is
constructed. Suppose that frequenl/y is Merged cyclically to yP, fomtiog the segmented
constituent, as shown below:

(23)

[,p frequently [,pAdenl. visits Paris]]

At this point the Numeration contains the lDlused items T and C. Neither of these items can be
merged cyclically for reasons discussed above. The derivation is thus canceled. Notice that (16a)
gives an option for acyclic merger, needed for convergence. In cases like (22a), however, this
Merger is impossible for independent reasons, such as selection. For example. one cannot Merge
T inside yP simply because the selectional requirements ofT would thereby be violated. Similar
reasoning applies with regard to insertion of C.B This derivation is then canceled as well, this
time because of the non-exhausted Nwneration.
Consider now a continuation ofthe derivation of (22a) in whichfo:'quently is not Merged
cyclically. Rather, when the vP is completed, the next step is a ('substitution~ Merger of T
(triggering the displacement of Meola to its Spec, as stmdardly assumed) and then of C' The
7 I do not discuss here the question of lranslating these aJtematives into the ~ phnlse structure thoxy. See
Frank and Vijay-Shanku (1995) for relevant discussion.
I I assume that Merger to the vP adjunct is impossible as an instance of B postcyclic operation as welL
Intuitively, postcyclic Mtrger sItouId only be allowed to something !hat 'used to be' B root. in the sense of(15). This
should follow, perhaps. ftorn the properties of Mergr: as an operation establishing syntactic re1Btions. in the sense of
Epstein (to appe!II'). I leave Bformalization of this intuition open arthis point.
9Apparently, the prediction is that Merger of C is overt in structln:s involving adjunctiOIL At its fRee value,
this consequeoce seems incompatible with Bon:ovi6's (\997) proposal that the interrogative C may be inserted
covertly in Serbo-CroaI:ian matrix wh-questions (see the discussion around (7) allow). The two proposals can be
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subsequent Merger of .frequently is then post-cyclic. and is aUowed insofar as it ensures
convergence, by (16a). Aftertba1, the Numeration is empty and the derivation terminates.
Thus., in the theory proposed here, the cyclic mc:Iger of an adjunct prevents further cyclic
structure building. If at this point the Numemtion is not exhausted, and cannot be exhausted by
acyelically merging its remaining members, the derivation is canceled. The theory forces all nonadjuncts 10 be merged fir>t, and adjuncts postcyclicalJy."
3.4

Wh-Adjuncts vs. Noo-JJ'h-Adjuncts

In this section, I consider the syntactic behavior ofwh-items like why and how in the light oftbe

postcyclic Merger proposal.
Wh-items like how or w/ol have traditionally been calJed 'wh-adjWlCts', on analogy of
their non wh-versions, given that they cannot be considered argwnents of predicates in the same
sense as. for example, direct objects are. This intuition is usually stated in teIms of selection:
mgumcnts arc selected, whereas adjuncts arc DOt (c£ Ishii 1998). Now, if wh-words like how or
why are unselectcd, that is, are real adjWlCts, the question arises as to how their postcyclic
insertion interacts with wh-movement in cases like the following:
(24)

.. lohn wonders [cphowPeter fixed the cart]
b. How did lohn say that Peter fixed the =?

As things stand now, how would be Merged postcyclically in (240). However, 0 _ l i c
Merger of how potentially crea1eS problems for the feature checking theory, according to which
how must check. some feature of the intmugative compiementizer. Another issue is where how is

Merged. In particular, if it is Merged diIectly 10 Spec-CP in (24b) then the question arises as 10
how to account for the fact that it can modify the lower clause.
It appe8IS that the simplest way to avoid the kind of questions pointed out aOOve is to
allow (or foo;e) 'wh-adjuncts' like wlw or how to be inserted cyclically, rather than postcyclically.
as always asswned. A stmightfurward direction 10 p = in this respect without jeopardizing the
basic asswnptions of the present theory is to reconsider their status in terms of selection. If we
can state, in a formal manner, that 'wh..adjuncts' are selected, that would force us to say that they
aze not 'true' adjuncts, hence must be Merged cyclically. This contrasts with non-wh-adjuncts,
which are \rue' adjWlCts, and, acconling to the present theory, must be Merged postcyclicalJy.
We can. in fact. put this inruition in more precise terms. Hagstrom (1998) proposes that

tee:Onciled. bowevtt. Hagstrom (1998) proposes that the interrogative Q feature is

generated internal to the

clause, and can later move to within the CP domain. Utilizing chis suggestion in our terms, suppose that. C in
Serbo-Croatian manix wh-phrases is projected overtly, then the wh-phrases nUse to chcdc their focus ~ by
adjuncrion 10 AgrP, (postcyclically). and !hen Q moves 10 C a)ven1y, which then AttnK:Is for the purposes ofwhmovement. In embedded ~ons. Q must II\O\"C to C overtly, presumably for selectional reascm (selection by a
higher predicale). See Section 3.4 and Bo§coviC (1998) fur discussion ofHaprom's proposal
to Space limitatiom do not pmnit me to disam the conscqucnc.cs or the prt5CnI: proposal rclalcd to !he
multiple and succcssive-cyclic adjtmcticn See Stcpanov (1999) for more details.
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the interrogative Q feature is generated inside a clause over which interrogation takes place.
BoSkovi6 (1998) adapts Hagstrom's analysis with respect to overt wh-movemeot languages. He
shows that even in those languages the Q feature is generated below CPo and very close to the
wh-phrase; perhaps it is Merged with it If so, this suggests, in my view, a reasonable conjecture
that the Q feature selects the wh-phrase. Being subject to selection, wh-pbmses like haw are not
'true adjllllCts' in the sense that they should be merged cyclically, rather than postcyclically. That
predicts the usual behavior of wh-phrases like haw in (24) with respect to movement and feature
checking.
4.

Empirical Consequences

4.1

Raising Constructions and the Minimal Link Condition

Examples like (25) involving raising verbs present a wen kno\VD problem for the minimalist
theory, pointed out in Chomsk1 (1995), ChA:

(25)

John; seems to Mary [~to be smart)

The grnmmaticallty of (25) is problematic given the minimalist principles Minimal Unk
Coodition or Attrnct Closest (MLClAC). Specifically, under the MLCiAC the strong EPP feature
of matrix. T should not be checlred by the D-feature of John since there is a closer D-fearure,
namely, that of the experiencer. Fwtbermore, these same principles predict at least one of the
following sentences to be grammatical:

(26)

a '[To Mary), seems ~ [John to be smart)
h. 'Mary, seems to ~ [John to be smart)

In (26) the expericncer ntises to the matrix Spec-T, checking the EPP feature, under the MLC.
The Connal features of John may raise to adjoin to the matrix T at LF. checking its Case and,
perhaps, qrfeatures. (I assume, following Chomsk1 (1995), Ch. 4; (1998), p. 47, that (A-) tmces
do not block raising). Thus under the MLCIAC nothing seems to block this derivation.
Torrego (1996) makes an intriguing proposal that the experiencer in raising to subject
languages like English is actually a structural adjtmct attached to the lower clause. as (27) shoW'S:

(27)

John; seems [Cl'IIPto Mary blIP ~ to be smart])

Torrego's intuition tmderlying her proposal is that the experiencer is not a 'true' argum.ent of
raising verbs. II Given this proposal, it is now easy to see how the mising across the expereriencer
facts can be reconciled with the tvn.O'AC. Under the present theory, if the experiencer is an
adjunct, it does not even enter the structure tmtil after the raising took place. That is, at the time
of raising, there is no closer candidate to be At1rncted to the matrix T thnn the lower subject. The
derivation of(25) should then pro=d as follows:
II Torrego (p. 108) suggestS that the experiencer is, rather. a 'participant of tile entire predicate seem +
(lower] V.' That is, for T~ seem W1dergoes some sort of restrudllring.
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(28)

I) Cn:aIe:
T seems ["",Jolm to be smanJ]
2) A1tr.Jt;tJohn (closest): John T seems [CPIIP~ to be sman]
3) Insert /0 Mary: 10hn; seems ["""to Mary [""" ~ to be smart]]

Notice that \'Ie do not have to require the experiencer to always be Merged late in this case: a
weaker theory baving its Merger as an option, would suffice. However, a weaker theory is to no
avail with respect to ruling out. (26), if the 'MLCIAC is adopted.. As long as the option of cyclic
adjunction is available, it is unclear why the experiencer cannot raise to tb: matrix T. On the
other hand,. under the present theory (26) will never be generated. The derivation in (28) is the
only available one. The MLClAC series ofprinciples are maintained intact 11
4.2

'Adjunct Island' Phenomena

The proposed structure building algorithm offers a new perspective on the issue of minimalist
cl:uuacteri.zation of extraction domains that constitute structural adjuncts. Consider a textbook
case of a violalion of the so called Adjunct Condition (!loans (1982), Cbnmsky (1986»:
(29)

?'Wba! did Jolm [vp[vpgo to bed] W; alIorPetc: fixed t;J]?

Takahashi (1994) offers an influential analysis of the island phenomena including the
'Adjunct Condition', assuming the mjnimalist model of grammar of Chomsky (1995). Ch. 3.
That model incoIJlOrated the theoty of movement based on the operation Move, subject to the
Sbottest Movement condition (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik (1993» (SMC) which requires the
moving clement to make a shortest move possible, in accord with the usuallocality/Minimality
con')iderations. Details aside. acrording to Takahashi. in examples like (29), the SMC is violated
when the wh-pluase crosses the maximal projection dominating the complex adjunct
Chomsky (1995), Ch.4. makes a different assumption with respect to the driving fOI1%
for movement Acconling to Chomsky (1995). the driving fon:e for movement resides in its
truget, not the moving element, the intuition behind the notion of Attract F. Under Attract,
nothing forces the attracted element to make a shortest move (in the fonn of adjoining to evezy
XP on its way to tha target K). Consequently, tha SMC, an integrated part ofTakahashi's theory,
cannot be maintainc:d. 11

A pCISSlDle accowrt of the 'Adjunct Condition' in the present system can ~ along
the follOwing lines. Assume !hat q//er-pluases and the like an: true (VP) adjUIlClS, • hence, must
be Merged plstcyclica1ly. That means, essentially, that at some point in the derivation the
structure building proceduze c=tes two phrase mark.... unconnected to each other:
(30)

[cpC Jolmgo to bed]

11 See Stepanov (1999) for an accounI ofme binding properties oftbt experiencer given thai: !he laUe' has
the adjunct status, and also for a discussion ofcross-Iinguistic behavior ofexpc:riencers in this respect.
13 See Ochl (1mb) for lUI ancmptto restate Takahashi's analysis in certn5 of Attract F.
S4 Contra Larson (1988), in particular.
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v.. alter Peter fixed what]
I suggest that it is the situation in (30) that gives rise to the deviance of(29). Following Chomsky
(1995),1 assume that the wh-pbrase in (30) bas to move to within the manix interrogative CP,
perhaps for reasons of fea1Ure checking.
Observe that the relevant feature in the matrix CPo and the only element that could
potentially check it - what - are located in different phrase markers. I claim that the fea1Ure of C
cannQt be checked under these Circumstances.l~ Specifically. I adopt a version of the checking
theory (of. Chomsky (1995), Ch.4), according to which a (stroog) feature must be checked and
eliminated (almost) immediately up:>n insertion into the structure. That is, after the strong fea1Ure
is inserted, the next step in the derivation must result in its checking and/or eliminatioIL Given
this notion of strong featwes. nothing cao cheak the (strong) feature in the CP phrnse marker at
the point illustrated in (30).16,17
Note that the proposed 'postcyclic Merger' account of the 'Adjunct Condition' implies an
empirical claim concerning its mllversality. This claim appears to be justified. There do not seem
to be languages which uncontroversially allow violations of the 'Adjunct Island' with overt
movement The present theory predicts this state of affairs.

5.

Summary

To summarize, 1 proposed a fonnal algorithm of phrnse structure building within the hare phrnse
structure theory of Chomsky (1995, 1998), that implies postcyclic Merger of arljWlCts. I
discussed consequences of the proposed algorithm in two empirical areas: I) raising
constructions with experiencers, and 2) 'Adjtmct Condition' phenomena Other empirical aspects
of the proposed algorithm remain to be investigated.
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